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Abstract: In the field of sustainability, scholars, and policy-makers herald the transformative power
of participation in knowledge production. However, a discrepancy between these expectations
and the limited understanding of the complex interactions constituting participation processes can
be observed. With the aim of critically analysing these complex interactions, this paper develops
a conceptual perspective on participation as a relational space which is formed in the interplay
of structures and processes. This perspective is applied to the analysis of empirical literature in
sustainability research, development research, and science and technology studies. The literature
review guided by the proposed conceptualisation systematically draws together the rich experience
with participation in knowledge production. Elements constituting participation spaces along
the dimensions ‘structures’ and ‘actors’ are identified and discussed in relation to ‘processes’ of
space-making: (i) (in)coherences with reference system, (ii) resources, (iii) timing, (iv) expectations,
(v) mutual trust, and (vi) worldviews and values. Power relations are found to pervade the three
dimensions. Enhanced conceptual-analytical clarity of the elements constituting participation
spaces provides a differentiated basis for discussing the transformative power of participatory
knowledge production. By stimulating reflexivity on the making of participation, this approach
contributes to better understanding when spaces of participation have the capacity to become spaces
of transformation.
Keywords: spaces of participation; critical studies of participation; power relations; co-production;
transdisciplinary sustainability research; transformation; relational approaches
1. Introduction
The United Nations resolution “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development” is the latest example in a series of international policy documents that stress the key role
of science for sustainable development [1]. Facing complex and highly interconnected sustainability
problems such as those embodied in the 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the Agenda 2030, the call
for new approaches to science and the production of knowledge has gained momentum. Similar calls
for the linking of scientific with ‘local’ and ‘indigenous’ forms of knowledge are already present in the
Agenda 21 of the Rio Declaration in 1992 [2]. Over the past decades, scholars and policy-makers have
increasingly questioned the capacity of ‘traditional’ disciplinary research alone to provide the kind of
evidence needed for governing transformation processes towards sustainability [3,4]. They consider
the reconceptualisation of science-society-policy relations indispensable for responding to the ‘grand
challenges’ of climate change, environmental degradation, and rising inequalities within and across
societies [5].
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One part of this re-conceptualisation concerns the opening-up of research processes by including
societal actors beyond the traditional scientific sphere [6]. Approaches to participation in knowledge
production suggest that the idea of science holding a monopoly over the production of valid,
trustworthy knowledge that should ‘speak truth to power’ fails in contemporary societies. These are
characterised by complex problems, where neither science can claim truth nor polity can monopolise
power [7]. The associated developments in science policy, and research practices have induced some
scholars to announce a ‘participatory turn’ [8–10], a ‘participatory return’ [11], and a ‘deliberative
turn’ [12], respectively. In the field of sustainability, participatory approaches, such as transdisciplinary
(TD) research and real-world laboratories are seen as key for creating new knowledge, and achieving
transformative change and innovation [13–16]. First used some 40 years ago by a physicist and early
complexity researcher [17], today’s conceptualisations of TD can be grouped into philosophy of science
approaches (e.g., [18]) and sociological, actor-orientated approaches. In this article, we are primarily
interested in the latter. Concerning these approaches, most scholars agree on three criteria according
to which TD (i) departs from ‘lifeworld’ problems, (ii) integrates different scientific disciplines,
(iii) includes non-scientific actors in the production of societally-relevant knowledge [19–21]. In these
research areas, methods and tools have been developed with the expectation that the participation of
non-scientific actors in research will produce robust knowledge [22], facilitate societal learning [23],
foster trust in research results and commitment to the derived policies [24].
So far, scholars provide several tools to distinguish different types of participation and most
importantly to categorise them according to motivation [25] and/or intensity of involvement [26].
While their strengths lie in the description and comparison of different forms of participation, they
are poorly equipped for analytical enquiries into why participation in knowledge production takes
different shapes, leading to different, and not always the desired, outcomes [27]. Furthermore,
adopted from political science, commonly used conceptualisations of participation are elusive with
regard to the epistemic ends of participation in knowledge production. Accordingly, in studies
on the societal contribution of research projects, participation of different societal actors, both in
transformative and transformation research [28], has mainly been conceived of as a static input
factor into a larger transformation process (e.g., [29]). Hence, a discrepancy between the positive
connotations of participation and the limited understanding of the dynamics and complex interactions
constituting these knowledge production processes can be observed. In view of the growing number of
research funding programmes requiring participation [30], analytical approaches to critically scrutinise
participation processes in their complexity seem ever more important [31].
Literature on participation is widely dispersed and more recent approaches to participation in TD
sustainability research hardly rely on theoretical and practical reflections derived from participation
studies in more established fields. Learning potential has been identified for example for an integration
of participation research from development studies (participatory rural appraisal, participatory action
research) and science and technology studies (STS) (participatory technology and risk assessment)
with sustainability research [32]. Across these fields, critical perspectives on the entanglement of
knowledge and power in participation processes and on their embedding in societal structures
have emerged [33–36]. In reaction, the need for reconceptualising participation as constructed [37],
co-produced [9], and relational [38] has been identified.
In this paper, we follow this critical scholarship on participation and move away from the focus
on isolated participation events in sustainability research, towards seeing participation as a relational
space entangled with wider science-society relations. We ask which factors constitute and shape forms
of participation in knowledge production. Relying on social theories of space, we propose a conceptual
perspective that puts the emphasis on the processes of constituting participation. The main aim of
this paper is to (i) bring complementary, yet largely parallel bodies of literature on participation in
conversation (sustainability research, development research, STS); (ii) draw the contours of a relational
perspective on participation as space; and (iii) apply this perspective to systematically integrate the
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findings of a qualitative literature review on factors shaping participation in case studies across the
three scholarly fields.
This paper presents first ideas on how a shift in conceptual perspectives on participation can
address missing dimensions in the current understanding of participatory knowledge production.
Fostering conceptual-analytical clarity on the factors shaping participation spaces, this paper provides a
differentiated basis for discussing the transformative power of participatory approaches to knowledge
production. In scrutinising and problematising the very practice of participation which underpins
various approaches to researching and governing sustainability issues, our findings feed into an
emerging critical and transformative sustainability science which is sensitive to power dynamics and
reflexive towards its own practices [39].
The paper is organised as follows: after a critical analysis of commonly used models of
participation, Section 2 draws the contours of a relational perspective on participation as space
at the research-practice interface and lays the conceptual foundation for the subsequent literature
analysis. Section 3, provides a description of the methods applied. Building on the proposed
perspective, Section 4 systematically integrates three bodies of literature with regard to potential factors
shaping spaces of participation. Section 5 critically discusses the proposed perspective and outlines its
contribution to critical and transformative sustainability sciences, before presenting conclusions.
1.1. Deconstructing Models of Participation
The myriad of discourses on participation in research and governance processes suggests that
participation has been introduced in reaction to different kinds of problems. Put simply, in TD
sustainability research, discrepancies between what we know about (un)sustainability and how we act
are identified. In development research a lack of ownership and empowerment is problematised and
with regard to science and technology decreasing public trust in new technologies is observed. Across
the three fields participation of heterogeneous actors in the respective processes is seen as the answer
to these problems. Accordingly, participation is associated with multiple ends and given diverse social,
political and methodological meanings [32]. Despite this plurality there are common grounds when
we speak of participation. Models of participation based on the degree of involvement, motivation,
and nature of involvement are widely spread.
Across the scholarly fields analysed, several authors take up a vision of participation which
was first outlined in the “Ladder of Participation” [40]. Relying on her experience as a community
worker in the 1960s, Arnstein [26] categorises eight uses of the term participation arranged in a
ladder pattern in which each rung corresponds to the degree of citizen power: manipulation and
therapy, informing, consultation, placation and partnerships, delegated power and citizen control.
Arnstein’s model has marked a particular vision of participatory progress which reflects a linear
logic of ‘the more participation, the better’. Linked to this growth model, such conceptualisations
assume a ‘correspondence theory’ of an external public, imagined to be waiting in a natural state for
mobilisation by participatory methods. Ladder-inspired models are one-dimensional in the way that
they conceptualise participation as a function of the degree of power which is intentionally handed
over by the power-holding actors [9]. They rely on a realist understanding of ‘power over’ [41],
e.g., the ‘powerful’ transfer or not some of their power to the initially ‘powerless’. Discursive forms of
power, such as the various effects emanating from intentional as well as unintentional practices and
discourses of participation are omitted [42]. Linked to the dichotomisation of powerful/powerless, the
ladder has been criticised for failing to capture the agency of those involved [31,43]. Furthermore, the
ladder symbolism implies participation categories as static, which is inapt for grasping the “fluidity
and flux of participation in practice” [44] (p. 3).
In TD literature, among those authors who elucidate their understanding of participation,
different approaches are observable. In reference to Arnstein, Stauffacher et al. [45] develop a
functional-dynamic model to analyse participation of non-scientific actors in TD research along the
axes of information, consultation, cooperation, collaboration, empowerment. Schneider and Buser [46]
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rely on intensities of involvement to assess the degrees of stakeholder interaction which are the most
promising for different types of research projects. Conceptualisations of participation specifically for
knowledge production have been developed by Defila et al. [47] and by Boeckmann [48]. With slight
variations, they understand participation as a continuum in which the roles of non-scientific actors
range from being the object of research to being a partner actively forming the process. Both assume an
indirectly proportional link between the number of actors involved and the intensity of involvement.
Adaptations of Arnstein’s model can also be traced in development research. These include Pretty’s
typology [49], which conceptualises motivations as crucial in shaping interventions, and White’s [50]
typology of interests which strives to unfold conflicting ideas about how participation is being used in
different process phases. Additionally, in the literature on participation in governance of science and
appraisal of technology three- and four-stage classifications based on Arnstein have become widely
used [51].
Another common feature of participation and its analysis lies in the importance of intentionality
attached to it [25,52]. Analytical attention has been focused on the motivation and rationale underlying
participation out of which several categorisations emerged. Fiorino distinguishes between three
imperatives underwriting participatory practices: normative (participation as an end in and of itself),
substantial (participation aimed at achieving better outcomes), instrumental (participation aimed
at securing particular interests) [53], each of which gives rise to different forms of participation.
As an alternative to models based on the degree of involvement and type of motivation, respectively,
Rowe and Fewer [54] emphasise the nature of involvement. They distinguish three forms of
public engagement according to the flow of information: public communication (one-way), public
consultation (one-way in the opposite direction), and public participation (two-ways). More recently,
relational approaches to participation have been emerging. In STS, a rethinking of public involvement
with science and environmental issues as co-produced [9] and of TD processes as ‘adventures in
relevance’ [38] is proposed. These scholars claim that participation should not be taken for granted and
identify the need to explore how it is constructed and situated in a wider intellectual environment [10].
The presented models which originate mainly in the field of planning and decision-making
provide a valuable starting point for thinking of types and degrees of participation in research.
However, they fall short in explaining why in different contexts participation processes evolve
differently and do not reflect epistemic ends of knowledge production for sustainability. In particular,
ladder-inspired approaches to participation echo ideals of deliberative democracy [55] and are
guided by Habermasian principles of ideal speech [56]. Such approaches entail an emphasis
on consensus-orientated over conflict-sensitive perspectives [57] and are accompanied by mostly
descriptive accounts of the ‘what’ of participation. The ‘how’ and ‘why’ of different forms of
participation are under-researched [58]. Participation is explained as a product of intentions of
those setting up the process [59] while the context within which the process is embedded as well as
actor relationships are neglected [38]. Despite the richness of case studies, single accounts have not
systematically been brought together and participation has remained under-theorised [60].
2. Towards a Critical Approach: Reconceptualising Participation as ‘Relational Space’
In this section, we shift the perspective away from the imaginaries of ladders and intensities
of involvement and reconceptualise participation as a relational space. Upon this basis, we derive
elements that are constitutive of participation spaces.
2.1. Conceptualisations of Space
On a metaphorical level many associations that we have with participation allude to a spatial
dimension. For instance the idea of ‘creating spaces’ or ‘making space’ for different opinions to
be expressed, and notions such as ‘opening-up’ or ‘extending’ opportunities for different actors to
engage in certain activities, in our case, knowledge production, are frequently used in descriptions
of participation [44]. Reviewed literature in the three fields provides several spatial analogies and
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metaphors, not directly focused on participation, but on related aspects of science-society relations.
With their concept of “mode 2” Nowotny et al. [61] propound that the epistemological boundaries
between the fields of science and society dissolve at least partially. At their intersection a common
space emerges which they call the “agora”. With reference to the Greek “political arena and the market
place”, they depict the interface as “a public space in which ‘science meets the public’ and in which
‘the public speaks back to science’” [61] (p. 247). Other scholars rely on the symbolisms of space as
an analytical perspective on social processes. These include Felt et al.’s [62] “epistemic living spaces”
and Cornwall’s “spaces for transformation” [24]. With regard to participation Gaventa [63] speaks
of “invited, claimed and closed spaces”, referring to who is involved in setting the cornerstones of
participatory processes. He emphasises power relations inherent to participation and stresses the need
for asking, who sets the foundations of the space which structure the interactions of participants.
In order to render the metaphor of participation as space operational as our analytical approach,
further specification of our understanding of space is required. For such an operationalisation we rely
on the German sociologist Martina Löw, who provides a comprehensive “sociology of space” [64].
She builds on work on spatiality by social theorists such as Simmel [65], Foucault [66], Bourdieu [67],
Lefebvre [68] and advances an action-theoretical concept of space.
Löw posits that physical and social spaces need to be conceived as two elements of an integrated
concept of space which is produced and transformed through performance. At the core of her
proposition lies the conceptualisation of space as being relational. She defines relational space as
a “[ . . . ] relational arrangement of social goods and people in places” [69] (p. 200). The notion
of arrangement (in the German original (An)Ordnung) refers to two aspects simultaneously: the
arrangement as order (Ordnung) and the process of arranging or ordering (Anordnung).
Hence, a relational arrangement consists of both an action and a structural dimension. Order
describes the structural dimension. With reference to Giddens, Löw describes structures as rules and
resources, which are recursively embedded in institutions [69] (p. 226). Rules refer to the sanctioning
of action and the constitution of sense. They are closely tied to resources, which according to Giddens
“[ . . . ] are media through which power is exercised, as a routine element of the instantiation of conduct
in social reproduction” [70] (p. 16). Resources can be further distinguished in allocative resources
(material resources based on the control of nature) and authoritative resources (symbolic resources
based on people) [69].
Relational spaces are also always the result of processes (ordering). Löw identifies two key
elements of space-making which form the action dimension in the constitution of space: synthesis and
spacing. Firstly, spaces are not naturally pre-existing, but need to be actively (re)produced through
processes of synthesis. Via processes of imagination, perception and memory, social goods and people
are amalgamated to spaces. Secondly, these processes of synthesis are linked to processes of placing.
The placing of social goods and people as well as of one-self is called spacing. Spacing processes are
negotiation processes [69]. Both spacing and synthesis are dependent on action situations which are
composed of material and symbolic components. Only what is available in an action situation can
be synthesised and placed [71] (pp. 224-5). While people play a more active role than social goods
in moving and making decisions, social goods are not passive objects in the constitution of space.
Löw relies on the notion of social goods in order to emphasise symbolic aspects of material goods.
In road infrastructure, for instance, a street sign is a material good, which is arranged specifically for
its symbolic effect. Social goods are mainly arranged in accordance with material properties, though
understanding these arrangements requires deciphering their symbolic properties. Social goods have
an “external effectuality”, for example in odours and sounds, which people perceive in different ways
and thus influence the constitution of space [69] (p. 132).
The constitution of space through action usually does not take place in isolation, but is linked
through negotiation processes with other actors. The negotiation of power relations is inherent to
such processes [64] (p. 228). Bringing together the key notions described above, Löw provides an
additional lens on the constitution of space that centres attention on inequality and power. In order
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to place social goods in relation to each other, access to those goods is required in the first place).
Access possibilities might, however, be asymmetrically distributed and hence also the possibilities of
shaping space [69] (p. 178). According to Löw, the opportunities to constitute space are restricted or
enhanced due to (i) limited or increased possibilities of utilising social goods (“dimension of wealth”);
(ii) limited or broader knowledge or credentials (“dimension of knowledge”); (iii) limited or increased
possibilities of utilising social status (“dimension of rank”); and (iv) (non)-membership (“dimension of
association”) [69] (pp. 177–183).
Drawing on Giddens’ structuration theory and Bourdieu’s concept of habitus, in the concept of
relational space action elements and structural order are understood as being in duality—the “duality
of space” [71]. Any scientific analysis of space according to Löw has to consider structures and the
characteristics of people and social goods as much as the interrelations amongst them. Only if both are
understood and studied concomitantly, it becomes possible to grasp and analyse space. Consequently,
space is not static, but dynamically (re-)figured. It furthermore is not absolute, but relative to who
looks at it and might be perceived differently depending on actors’ positions [69] (Table 1).
Table 1. Key elements in the constitution of relational space according to Martina Löw [69].
Structures (orders) Bodies Processes (ordering) AccessPossibilities
Institutions Social Goods People Synthesis Spacing Dimensions ofInequality
Structures are
rules/norms and
resources
embedded in
institutions;
spatial structures
are a form of
societal structures;
structural
principles e.g.,
class and gender
permeate all
structures/actions
Social goods have
both symbolic and
material
dimensions, e.g., a
street sign;
some are primarily
material, e.g., a
beamer in an
arrangement
‘meeting room’;
others are
primarily symbolic
e.g., values, songs
Living beings
who are
arranged with
social goods
Processes of
perception,
imagination
and memory,
guided by
notions of
space and
habitus
Processes of
placing people
and social
goods or of
being placed,
includes
institutionalised
and
countercultural
action
Wealth dimension:
possibilities of
utilising social
goods; financial
resources;
knowledge
dimension:
knowledge and
credentials;
rank dimension:
possibilities of
utilising social
status;
association
dimension:
(non-)membership
2.2. Implications for Studying Spaces of Participation
In this sub-section we draw from Löw’s concept of relational space and deduct a relational
approach to studying participation. We adopt Löw’s conceptualisation of the duality of structures
(order) and actions (ordering) as the cornerstone of space-making. In analogy, in a participation process
the scientific and non-scientific actors involved actively create a space for their interaction. This space
is co-constituted by the surrounding societal structures.
Figure 1 schematically represents a process of space-making involving two persons. The actors
(P1 and P2) involved in a research project enter into an action situation and position themselves
therein (spacing). The process of entering into the action situation is determined by the characteristics
of the actors as well as by the rules and norms in which they are embedded and the resources that
are at their disposal. In this process of spacing also social goods are positioned. Once in the action
situation processes of synthesis start. Through processes of perception actors link symbolic and material
goods as well as other people to yield a space. During these processes of synthesis, they create a space
within which participation can take place—the participation space. It becomes clear that depending
on the constellation of actors and structures, different spaces of participation emerge from spacing
and synthesis (Figure 1). An additional aspect is that these two key processes of spacing and synthesis
(orderings) are shaped by and actively shape the surrounding structures (orders).
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Based on this conceptual approach we derive the following analytical categories for studying
participation as relational space (Table 2):
 Rules and norms are key elements in the constitution of participation spaces. For example, norms
of how to do research influence the figuration of participation spaces. An analysis of participation,
thus, needs to take into account its embeddedness in the respective societal structures (orders).
 Resources are closely tied to structures (orders) and recursively embedded in the institutions
established in a field. An analysis of participation spaces requires an assessment of the kind of
resources available.
 Actor characteristics and social goods shape arrangements and the figuration of spaces. Accordingly,
an analysis of participation spaces needs to grasp which kinds of actors as well as material and
symbolic goods are involved.
 Spacing and synthesis are the processes by which relational participation spaces emerge and
become functional (ordering). Thus, analysing participation as space requires studying how actors
and social goods position themselves/are placed (spacing) in an action situation. Concomitantly,
processes of perception and imagination need to be studied through which people and social
goods are combined to yield spaces of participation (synthesis).
 Across these four categories, mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion take place. Analysing the
constitution of participation spaces requires to pay attention to access possibilities, determined, for
example, by the distribution of resources amongst actors.
Table 2 displays the analytical questions that help us identify and systematically integrate the key
elements shaping relational participation spaces from across the three scholarly fields.
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Table 2. Analytical questions for analysis of constitution of participation spaces adapted from Martina
Löw’s relational space (own representation).
Dimension
Key Elements Adapted for
Studying Participation as
Relational Space
Analytical Questions for Participation as Relation Space
I. Structures
(orders) Rules and norms
Which rules and norms do actors who are involved in the making of
spaces of participation relate to?
Which ways of functioning, of doing research or of interacting with
researchers have they routinized?
Which new rules have to be created for spaces of participation?
According to which rules are resources distributed amongst actors?
Resources
Which resources are important to shape spaces of participation?
Which resources are available?
Which actors can rely on these resources?
II. Actors People and social goods
What kind of people create spaces of participation?
Which kind of material and symbolic goods are available in an
action situation?
III. Processes
(ordering) Synthesis and spacing
How are people and social goods positioned in relation to each
other/how do they position themselves?
How close or how far away from each other are the actors (e.g., with
regard to their perceptions and expectations) and how does this
distance/closeness change throughout the process?
Which people and social goods are synthesised to spaces of
participation?
How are people and social goods linked to yield spaces of
participation?
Transversal Access possibilities
Which mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion take place in the
constitution of spaces of participation?
Which role do wealth, knowledge, rank and association play?
3. Materials and Methods
This paper is based on a qualitative literature review of participation in knowledge production in
sustainability research, development studies, and STS. In this section, criteria for selecting these three
bodies of literature, the analytical procedure, and the types of material used are outlined.
3.1. Selection of Bodies of Literature
The focus lies on TD literature as a core discourse on participation in knowledge production in
sustainability research. Literature from two other scholarly fields is included which are essential with
regard to participation in knowledge production: (i) participation in development research and (ii)
participation in STS. This choice is motivated by their relation to two of the key components of TD
sustainability research as identified in the introduction:
(i) TD sustainability research is grounded in lifeworld problems and strives to provide solutions;
what is considered a desirable solution is normatively guided by some idea of sustainability.
Similarities to development research can be found, where participatory approaches strive
at researching lifeworld problems and offering solutions guided by what is considered to
be desirable development. A tradition of participation and inclusion of local knowledge in
participatory rural appraisal (PRA) and participatory action research (PAR) has been formed over
the past 50 years [72,73].
(ii) TD sustainability research consists of knowledge production processes and aims at integrating
different forms of expertise. STS provides a wealth of experience in studying the mechanisms of
science and practices of producing knowledge. Participation of heterogeneous actors in science
and technology has become a key concern of STS [74]. Next to empirical analyses of “mode 2”
research scholarly interest includes participation of “non-certified experts” [75] in technology and
risk assessments. The latter emerged from the 1970ies onwards in reaction to public controversies
surrounding techno-scientific programmes (e.g., nuclear power). Participatory assessments aim
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to involve “assessors other than scientists [ . . . ] as fully-fledged social actors who bring not only
their professional expertise (as farmers, campaigners, planners, business people, interest groups,
etc.) to bear on the assessment but also their social expertise and experience” [76].
Despite their specificities, across the three fields participatory approaches deliberatively blur the
boundaries and challenge the ‘traditional’ division of labour between research and practice.
3.2. Selection and Description of Material
In order to select publications on participation and similar practices under different headings
in the three fields, a two-step procedure was followed. In a first exploratory step, a keyword
search in ‘google scholar’ and ‘web of science’ using combinations of the following keywords was
conducted: “participation, or transdisciplinary or co-production” and “sustainability research/science,
or development studies/research or science and technology studies or technology assessment”. Due to
the high heterogeneity of meanings given to these notions, this step served exclusively as a basis for
identifying an initial set of publications (e.g., meta reviews) and to become familiar with the use of
terminology across the fields. In a second step, a snowball sampling approach was followed [77],
whereby references provided in the initial set of publications led to the next set of publications. Due
to the aim of bringing TD sustainability scholarship into conversation with parallel, but also earlier
scholarship on participation, no specific time period was set for the inclusion of publications. Yet,
only publications published up to 2017 were considered (Table 3). The earliest publication included
in the sample is a PRA study from 1991 and the most recent ones are studies from the field of TD in
sustainability research from 2017.
Table 3. Main criteria applied for inclusion/exclusion of publications.
Criterion for Inclusion of Publication Explanation
Topical focus
Sustainability-related (no sectoral focus set), development-related (focused on
developing countries and/or North-South context), science and
technology-related (focused on assessment of scientific, technological issues),
self-declared;
Minimum definition of participation in
knowledge production
Participation: In order to operationalize the concept for the literature review, we
set the following minimum criteria (i) definitorial moment and (ii) structured
process. We understand participation as a spectrum including different forms
of interaction between actors from the research and the respective practice field
[47]. Participation starts where some degree of influence over the processes is
passed onto those participating. This presupposes a decision of the initial group
of actors to ‘invite publics’ [11]. In this understanding participation processes
are structured processes;
Knowledge production: We focus on participation in processes aimed at
producing new knowledge. We rely on Mackinson et al. [78] to distinguish
these processes from policy processes primarily aimed at taking decisions;
Type of data I: case study-based or
empirical study
Single and multiple case studies, empirical investigations about participation in
knowledge production and research; similar entities of research in terms of
scope and complexity: focus on concrete projects; theoretical reflections and
discussion of ideal-typical processes are excluded; case studies that exclusively
discuss the research output, but not the participatory process, are not
considered due to a lack of data;
Type of data II: review Publications that deliver meta-analyses, research syntheses, and criticalevaluations of existing publications in the respective fields;
Time-span: published up to 2017 The time-span of the qualitative review was deliberately wide so as to accountfor different traditions in the respective fields.
Following the principle of saturation [79], 79 articles were reviewed (Table 4). The material
includes monographs and edited volumes, journal publications, working papers and one project
report. This variety allows us to take account of different publishing traditions in the three fields.
Including sources beyond peer-reviewed journal publications has been considered of particular
importance for studying TD processes [80]. Depending on the self-declared field to which the authors
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contribute, we attributed publications to one of the three fields. Where differences were not evident,
we additionally considered the location of the case study (for development research), institutional
affiliation of authors and journal. Since we are interested in participation processes (and not theoretical
ideal-types) empirical and case study-based literature was selected. Due to the diversity between and
within participatory approaches, similar reviews have identified the empirical and case study level
as the most meaningful entity of analysis [81]. While case study is an elastic notion, it is here used
to describe research in which one or several knowledge production projects are analysed in-depth or
used in an exemplary way. Both self-reflections by researchers on their projects and empirical analyses
of cases conducted by third parties are included. The cases cover various geographical regions and
thematic foci in the area of developmental, environmental, and technological issues. In addition, the
few available meta-analyses, as well as empirical enquiries that are not based on specific (own or
third-party) projects, but address participation in empirical studies (e.g., interview and survey-based
investigations), were considered. For the discussion and introduction, we included additional literature
to contextualise our approach.
3.3. Analytical Procedure
Our approach is based on a qualitative in-depth analysis of each publication and applies a
synthetic approach for qualitative studies [82]. Firstly, literature was examined and categorised by
basic characteristics, i.e. publication category, main scholarly field, aim of the paper, type of actors
involved, notion of participation used. Secondly, we extracted the empirical investigations relevant to
understanding TD, participatory, knowledge production processes and the factors that shape them.
While the suggested perspective on participation as relational space (Table 2) provided the frame
for the analysis of the material, the sub-categories for elements presented in the results section were
inductively derived from the analysis. A statement was considered a potential factor if explicitly
mentioned by the authors as:
 a condition for success or failure of a participation process;
 a challenge to engagement;
 a (un)favourable precondition;
 having had an impact on the process; and
 guiding principles in order to achieve a ‘good’ process.
In an iterative process, we analysed, clustered, and discussed the empirical findings in relation to
the conceptual perspective.
Table 4. Types and number of articles according to participation approach and scholarly field.
Field/Approach and
Type of Articles Sustainability Research Development Research
Science and Technology
Studies
Main approaches Transdisciplinaryresearch
Participatory rural appraisal (PRA),
participatory action research (PAR);
transdisciplinary research
Participatory risk assessment,
participatory technology
assessment; public engagement
Review articles 7 / 1
Case study-based articles
(incl. self-reflections) 28 12 7
Other empirical articles 9 3 1
Additional 1 7 3
4. Results
This section presents the results of the qualitative review of empirical and case study literature
in three scholarly fields. Based on our conceptual perspective, we group the factors which are found
to shape spaces of participation along the dimensions ‘structures’ and ‘actors’ and explore their role
for ‘processes’ (Figure 1, Table 2). The dimension ‘structures’ refers to the systemic context within
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which action situations are embedded. Structural factors are grounded in the academic, but also in
the respective practice field and are captured in structural and procedural aspects of research projects.
The ‘actors’ dimension assembles factors which are tied to characteristics of individuals, as well as
material and symbolic elements. The dimension ‘processes’ conceptually links the findings of the
literature review to the key processes of space-making and explores the meaning of each element for
spacing and synthesis. Table 5 summarises the findings and outlines their relation to the (re-)figuration
of the participation space.
4.1. Dimension I: Structures
4.1.1. (In)Coherence with Wider Reference System
Numerous publications, particularly in the fields of sustainability research and STS, refer to the
influence of the institutional setting and established structures within which TD and participatory
research practices take place [83–85]. The fundamental importance of the wider context of science
and technology governance lies both in its role in delimiting participatory processes and in being
reciprocally shaped by their outcomes [51]. When it comes to the practicability of opening-up research,
numerous challenges are identified. Many of these relate to the fundamentals of the academic system
which are perceived as being constraining and in contradiction with participation spaces. The following
tensions with the dominant structures are discussed: (i) participatory and integrative research vs.
disciplinary career paths; (ii) the need to communicate findings to the involved non-scientific actors in
a comprehensible form vs. the academic requirement of publishing in highly specialised, high-ranking
scientific journals; and (iii) participatory processes are time-consuming vs. time constraints in
externally-financed projects [6,85–91]. In a PRA study from 1990 similar tensions are discussed between
the traditional criteria of project assessment and the potential merits of PRA [92]. This perceived
inflexibility of the traditional structures is interpreted as an expression of the dominance of positivist
epistemologies in scientific environments [93] and as a reflection of research traditions circumscribed
by epistemological frameworks of highly specialised disciplines [92]. Schmid and Pröpper [89] trace
these understandings of science in funding programmes and reward systems and argue that the
influence of the science funding body over the TD process from its conception onwards determines the
discourse on structural challenges. Felt et al. [59] (p. 4) find that also programmes explicitly designed
for participatory or TD research “[ . . . ] remain limited in scope as they operate in an environment in
which this kind of cross-boundary work does not fit the established standards”. These fields of tension
suggest that researchers are exposed to conflicting reference systems [84,94,95] which negatively
affects their satisfaction as well as project effectiveness [95]. In reaction, some scholars call for the
establishment of integrated institutions as a supplement to the disciplinary-based structures of research
systems [96]. In an analysis of five projects embedded in a TD centre which was designed to act as
a boundary organisation, commonly found challenges of insufficient participation and unbalanced
problem ownership were not detected. However, this institutionalisation is found to entail new hybrid
problems with regard to knowledge transfer and scalability [97].
Just as the scientific field, the idiosyncrasies of the respective practice field, in which participating
non-scientific actors are embedded, might more or less encourage participating in knowledge
production processes. In a study of PRA, Holmes [98] states that cultural traditions in the respective
community influence participatory appraisals, but does not explicitly describe the nature of this impact.
Furthermore, the kind of democratic culture in which a participatory endeavour is set might influence
the motivation and ease of actors to participate [42,51,99]. With regard to TD processes Polk [100] (p. 12)
stresses that “[p]olitical organizations have specific mandates, regulations and procedures” which
differ from those of academic institutions. With the exception of such comments, the institutional
norms that non-scientific actors adhere to have hardly been discussed in the TD literature reviewed.
Role for processes (spacing, synthesis): Regarding the constitution of participation spaces, these
structural elements provide the frame for processes of synthesis and spacing (Figure 1). The norms to
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which scientific and non-scientific actors adhere affect which kind of participation is conceivable and
how they position themselves in the action situation. Routines affect which elements actors synthesise
by default to a participation space. In relation to these norms, scientific and non-scientific actors
(re-)draw the boundaries between research and practice. Perceived incompatibilities of rule-sets lead to
a clear delimitation of a participation space or might preclude the emergence of a participation space.
4.1.2. Financial, Time, and Social Resources
The availability of, and access to, resources is discussed with regard to success or failure of
participation in knowledge production [37]. Time and financial resources are brought forward
as decisive, but also competences are addressed as resources [101]. Scarcity of time for defining
participatory activities, including time-consuming knowledge integration tasks, as well as rigid
timelines, are seen as key issues constraining participation [45,93,102–105]. Felt et al. specify that
“[ . . . ] what is regarded as an adequate duration and temporal structure of participatory events
obviously impacts the possible ways in which matters of concern take form” [106] (p. 183). Likewise,
the opportunity costs for participating non-scientific actors might be high and are often underestimated
by the scientific counterparts [104,107,108]. Depending on the setting, opportunity costs vary,
for example, in accordance with seasonality [98] or the priorities of those who are expected to
participate might be with other issues [109]. Linked to time resources, the availability and distribution
of financial resources is more or less conducive to certain forms of participation [110–114]. Financial
restrictions during the development of research proposals shape the way the problem is defined and
has repercussions on who is involved in this step [89]. The extent to which financial incentives are
offered to participants shapes their capacity to engage and influences the participation process [87,104].
In the literature on participation in technology assessment, some authors take a critical stance on
financial compensation. In a study on participation in the development of a local waste strategy, no
evidence is found that financial compensation of those invited to participate would have increased
their motivation or fundamentally altered the process [115].
In addition to financial and time resources, competences, and social capital of participants in
the knowledge production process are considered resources shaping participation [6,104,116]. Tied
to the institutional embedding of scientific actors, the specialised nature of scientific disciplines that
most professionals are trained in rarely provides them with the skills needed for collaboration in
heterogeneous teams [92].
Role for processes (spacing, synthesis): Financial, time, and social resources provide the
conditions for actors to position themselves closer to, or with greater distance to, each other.
The availability of resources affects the scope of the participation space (e.g., how many people
can be mobilised; how often can meetings be arranged). The distribution of resources which is tied
to rules and norms shapes the capacities of actors to actively engage in the making of participation
spaces through synthesis.
4.1.3. Timing of Participation
The point in time when participation first occurs in a project is found to shape the evolution
and outcomes of participation. The relevance of the timing of first involvement lies in the
circumstance which actors take part in the initial definition of participation spaces. With regard
to participation in technology assessments, partaking in front-end framing allows to influence the
definition of problems and the design of alternative courses of action, rather than to only opt for
predefined alternatives [99,117]. TD literature suggests that often initial project ideas originate in an
academic context, with researchers then approaching whom they consider relevant non-scientific
participants. These are typically taken on board after the funding proposals have been submitted and
accepted [59,83,88,118]. Some authors ascribe this phenomenon to an incompatibility of co-design
of project ideas and proposal-based research funding mechanisms [89,91,119]. The repercussions of
late first involvement are controversially discussed. Numerous authors argue that whoever initially
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formulates the problem owns the process [120]. Not involving non-scientific actors in the initial phases
of a project results in unbalanced problem ownership [45,87,91,101,118,120,121]. Early involvement
is associated with increased legitimacy and relevance [90] and higher implementation chances for
results [122]. In contrast, in an interview study with both scientific and non-scientific actors in TD
projects, Di Giulio and Defila [123] find no evidence of such a path dependency with regard to
the moment of first involvement. They show that involvement at a later stage is not necessarily
perceived as problematic and matches the preferences of non-scientific participants who welcomed a
traditional division of labour between scientific and non-scientific actors in early project phases. These
controversial results illustrate the need for better understanding the reference system of non-scientific
actors and their conception of science-practice relations.
Role for processes (spacing, synthesis): Timing is decisive for the question of who is entitled
to pre-arrange social goods and to set the cornerstones of the participation space within a project
(e.g., design of procedural aspects). As in early stages of knowledge production, the elements of the
problem definition are set, the moment in time when involvement occurs affects the context in which
the participation space is inscribed. By pre-defining and ascribing roles to different actors, those not
involved in initial steps are passively positioned. Depending on the expectations of an actor this might
(not) be perceived as undesirable.
4.2. Dimension II: Actors
4.2.1. Expectations and Motivations
Expectations of participants, the compatibility of different expectations and the degree to which
they are met by the research process shape the interactions of heterogeneous actors [91,113,123]. Several
challenges are addressed with regard to the ways in which expectations shape participation spaces.
Renner et al. [122] report that scientists perceived the expectations of non-scientific participants to
exceed general research requirements and to be poorly aligned with the scientific requirements that they
had to fulfil. Regarding the management of expectations, they find that the diversity of worldviews
present in a project increases the danger of discrepancy between expectations of scientific and
non-scientific actors and negatively impacts on collaboration. Others mention challenges of sustaining
the interest of non-scientific participants over the course of a project [87] and of reconciling open-ended
research processes with clear expectations on process outcomes by non-scientific actors involved
(e.g., of political actors) [90]. On the example of a TD development project, Habermann et al. [124]
illustrate that unrealistically high expectations of local actors led to disappointment and reduced
motivation for collaboration. McKee at al. [104] show that expectations of non-scientific actors can last
beyond the official project end. In their case studies, researchers were seen as a precondition for the
continuation of the process and expected to assume the roles of coordinators of dialogue. The dual
role of researchers and possible incompatibilities of expectations can be particularly challenging when
“[t]he researcher’s primary interest is to understand stakeholders’ perspectives on the topic, therefore
by sharing their opinion this outcome would not be achieved” [104] (p. 95). Expectations are linked to
ownership and the motivation to engage in the making of participation spaces. Lacking ownership of
and interest in the TD process on the side of non-scientific actors is found to be due to frustration and
dissatisfaction because they “could not see any changes, only talking” [89] (p. 374). A self-reflection
study including the view of the “practice partner”, who was officially co-leader of the project, finds
that the timeliness of an issue addressed positively affects the motivation and commitment of “practice
partners” [102]. Overall, emphasis lies on how to manage expectations and less on the nature of
expectations and motivations. Several authors consider the management of expectations from the
very beginning as key to ‘successful’ processes [48,111]. In addition to expectations with regard
to the process and its outcomes, expectations towards the respective others and the perceptions of
their expertise might shape interactions between the actors involved [107]. In conceptualisations of
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participation in technology and risk assessment, the underlying motivation of those setting up the
process play a prominent role [52] and serve as a basis of categorisations [25].
Role for processes (spacing, synthesis): Expectations of actors regarding the nature and the outcomes
of the process shape the ways in which they position themselves in an action situation. The higher the
perceived potential of the process, the closer actors might try to move towards the others. Expectations
also shape perceptions of what the space should look like and suggest which other actors or which
elements of a topic are synthesised. Expectations can change over the course of the project. If they
are not fulfilled, actors might change their positions and move towards the periphery of the space.
The greater expectations diverge the higher the likelihood of ruptures in the participation space.
Consequently, commitment of actors to engage in the participation space and to take ownership for
follow-up steps might decrease.
4.2.2. Mutual Trust
Development of trust between actors is highlighted as a precondition and success factor for
participation [57,60]. Renner et al. [122] report that the absence of mutual trust among local partners
and scientists lead to interrupted or declining participation of non-scientific actors. Similarly, in an
empirical study on the roles of community development workers in PRA, the nature of the relations
and the degree of trust between the community development worker and community are found to be
key in enabling and preventing exchange [98]. The development of trust on the side of non-scientific
participants relates to whether the researchers are perceived as being competent and capable of solving
the problem that non-scientific actors face [114,125]. Furthermore, Maclure et al. [92] illustrate that
the extent to which non-scientific actors, in their case farmers, feel they can impact on the process,
shapes confidence-building and commitment. Mutual trust is seen as a precondition, as a deep-seated
challenge and as potential outcome of TD processes [93]. In their reflections on a TD visioning process,
McKee et al. [104] (p. 94) argue that “[ . . . ] previous working relationships could generate more
confidence that the overall TD process would be worthwhile for stakeholders and viewed as an
opportunity for further interaction with academia, since the relationship precedes and exceeds the
project timeframe”. In addition to long lasting contacts, engaging on “equal footing” is described
as essential for building trust [89]. In a study on ten TD collaborations, three strategies for building
trust are identified: building on existing relationships, the use of intermediaries and guarantors and
building trust through the project [126]. Reflecting on a PAR project, Dewulf et al. [127] highlight
the importance of shared experience and common practice in order to allow tacit knowledge to be
exchanged. In their experience with the participation of indigenous farmers in a project on irrigation
systems in Ecuador, direct interaction between “communities of practice” cannot be replaced by
intermediaries. Furthermore, the “chemistry” between actors and the extent to which personal
characteristics of scientific and non-scientific actors in the team match influence their interactions [101].
Bell et al. [58] demonstrate the importance of group dynamics in shaping outcomes of participation.
Role for processes (spacing, synthesis): Scientific and non-scientific actors who are socially close to
each other or who know each other leave less space between each other than do social strangers. The
boundaries of this space in-between becomes tangible when one person transgresses them. This can
lead to a distancing of the others. Trust in the competences and reliability of the others affects the extent
to which the contributions of other participants are considered in the process of synthesis. Throughout
the processes, trust can grow or decrease depending on the experience gained. The stronger the
ties between the actors, the higher the capacity of the participation space to refigure in case of a
changing context.
4.2.3. Worldviews and Values
The role of values and worldviews in shaping interactions of scientific and non-scientific actors is
addressed in particular in sustainability and development research. When it comes to framing and
solving sustainability problems different societal groups and actors express diverse and sometimes
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incommensurable values [14,128,129]. What is perceived as sustainable in a specific situation might
vary considerably among actors and is likely to involve trade-offs. This plurality of values and
perspectives feeds into the constitution of participation spaces [90,130,131]. Rosendahl et al. [35]
understand situations of incongruity between non-scientific actors and researchers as an expression
of pre-existing perceptions of the issue at stake. They highlight that researchers also hold positions
in the “social matrix” and implicitly or explicitly bring their values into the research. The positions
of researchers on how to deal with diverging worldviews and if and how participatory processes
should strive for consensus differ. Some state that TD needs to cope with reconciling and assimilating
competing worldviews [93]. Others argue that denying incommensurability in order to fulfil the
principle of equal stance leads to a neglect of diversity and entails the translation of discordant
knowledge into the dominant one [117,132]. In an interview study on the effectiveness of participatory
appraisal of science and technology, one participatory process expert puts the fine line between
finding common grounds while embracing difference in a nutshell: “[ . . . ] being collegial and
co-operating to understand each other [ . . . ] [is desirable]. But if you push that too strongly then you
are actually pushing a hegemonic sort of model” [117] (p. 173). In a comparison of 15 TD projects,
the relation between partner diversity (including “values, norms and/or goals of partners”, “view on
science-society nexus”) and project performance is found to be ambiguous. While the authors’ analysis
suggests negative effects of higher partner diversity, interview partners stressed the positive effects of
diversity on creativity and conflict prevention [95]. In another TD study conducted within a boundary
organisation, the scientific and non-scientific actors found constructive ways of dealing with diverging
worldviews and diverse backgrounds. The authors see this as a reflection of “[ . . . ] norms regarding
how to handle different and conflicting opinions within the temporary practice“ [133] (p. 394).
Role for processes (spacing, synthesis): The role of worldviews and values for space-making is
two-fold. Firstly, worldviews and values frame the ways in which scientific and non-scientific
participants make sense of their environment. They guide actors in deciding which elements of
a topic and which kind of knowledge are important and which changes in their environment are
desirable. These decisions are critical for the ways in which actors synthesise elements to a participation
space. Worldviews and values also play a role in how actors position themselves, e.g., if two actors
share the perception of the problem they might move closer to one another. Secondly, worldviews and
values are symbolic goods that are synthesised to a participation space.
4.3. Power Relations [Transversal]
Across the three fields scholars identify the need to further investigate unbalanced power relations
and ways of addressing them [60,72,85,86,125,134–136] and find that power relations influence
the nature and process of participation [89,119,122]. Questions of power concern both relations
between scientific and non-scientific actors and within non-scientific actor groups which might include
heterogeneous actors, such as farmers and policy-makers [14].
The most visible form of power manifests itself in the distribution of resources. In a north-south
TD collaboration, unequal starting positions and access to resources among African partners are found
to have weakened ownership and commitment [89]. Similarly, Raymond et al. [137] attribute scientific
dominance in two projects aimed at integrating local and scientific knowledge for environmental
management to the unequal distribution of external funding. Even if all research phases are conducted
jointly with partners, some actors might be more powerful than others, for example when researchers
hold the coordination function and are in charge of time schedules [35]. Additionally, macro-societal
structures, such as gender relations, might imply power relations amongst participants. This is, for
instance, observed in an empirical study on PRA projects when women are not at ease to speak and
share their experience in workshop settings [98]. Linked to the reproduction of macro-societal power
relations, group dynamics embody another manifestation of power in participatory processes [58].
In an observation of TD case-based mutual learning sessions, the authority of some actors is found
to be tied to their expertise or profound knowledge of the given issue. In the intercultural and
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international setting of this study, differences in discussion cultures are found to favour dominance of
some actors [105]. Dominance of one or several individuals is observed both within a single action
situation (e.g., a workshop) and over the course of a 3–4 years TD processes [133].
Most prominently in development research, the widespread adoption of participatory approaches
was accompanied by critical voices on the concept and practice of participation [55,138–140].
The critique falls into two groups and puts power centre stage: (i) an internal critique of techniques and
methods aimed at ameliorating practices of participation; (ii) a fundamental critique which unfolds
power effects of participatory discourses [141]. In internal critiques of PRA processes reflexivity
with regard to societal power relations is called for which are found to have “[ . . . ] implications in
[sic] the nature of involvement” [120] (p. 112). Representatives of the radical critique provocatively
ask if participation has become “the new tyranny” [139]. Similarly, in the two other fields some
scholars call for the use of facilitation techniques in mediating power dynamics. For example reserved
participants should be actively encouraged to express themselves in action-oriented sustainability
research [136]. Others argue that theories of public deliberation in the appraisal of science and
technology should be refined so as to explicitly highlight “[ . . . ] power relations and exclusions through
confrontation, antagonism, and the exploration of difference” [117] (p. 179). In a network-based
approach to knowledge systems, Munoz-Erickson et al. [142] observe that the knowledge of those
holding power over resources was dominant. Knowledge about the issue under investigation had
passed through the filter of values of the powerful actors. Thus, examining power becomes key to
understanding “[ . . . ] why more science does not necessarily lead to change and innovation” [142]
(p. 189). In their case study the drawing of boundaries between different epistemic cultures emerged as
a strategy to manage power. This boundary-work, however, entailed the privileged treatment of some
expertise [142]. Along these lines, McKee et al. [104] (p. 95) stress that when “[ . . . ] knowledge of
researchers is highly valued [ . . . ] there is a tendency for non-academic participants to become passive
receivers of information”. In such a situation greater authority is ascribed to scientific knowledge.
Process design should facilitate the articulation of epistemological distinctions from the outset as to
avoid imbalanced power relations [120]. Discussing collaborative research, Shdaimah and Stahl [57]
suggest analysing power and control not only as a problem to be solved, but as an element inherent by
default to collaboration processes.
Role for processes (spacing, synthesis): Power relations pervade synthesis and spacing and are
reproduced or disrupted through them. In the case of an asymmetrical distribution of resources, those
with fewer resources have limited opportunities to actively shape the constitution of a participation
space. Possibilities of access to a participation space are also organised by way of knowledge.
Exclusionary mechanisms are at play when some forms of knowledge are perceived as more credible
and others as less valid or trustworthy. The norms that govern a participation space can favour the
ways of reasoning, expressing, and behaving of one person/group. Those who do not dispose of
resources, or whose resources are less recognised, can still be part of the participation space, but have
limited possibilities of shaping its constitution. By determining who can effectively negotiate the
design and use of space, access possibilities affect the extent to which figurations of a participation
space break loose of societal structures and dominant discourses.
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Table 5. Overview of results in relation to key elements in the constitution of relational participation
spaces (authors’ own compilation).
Dimension
Key Element of
Relational Space
(Table 2)
Element in
Literature
Role for (re-)figuration of Space via
Processes of Spacing and Synthesis (III) References
I. Structures
Rules and norms
(In)Coherence with
wider reference
system
Affects via rules and norms which
figurations of a participation space are
conceivable and which elements actors
synthesise; the norms to which actors adhere
affect how they position themselves;
incompatibilities of rule-sets lead to a clear
delimitation of the participation space;
[6,42,51,59,83–100]
Resources Financial, time andsocial resources
Affects possibilities and capacities of actors
to actively shape the participation space;
affects the degree of engagement of actors
and results in different degrees of
(a)symmetry of space; affects whether actors
position themselves/are positioned at the
core or periphery of the participation space;
[37,45,87,89,92,93,
101–115]
Resources Timing ofparticipation
Affects who is entitled to set the cornerstones
of the participation space; affects through
synthesis in which context the participation
space is inscribed; by ascribing roles to
different actors, those not involved in initial
steps are passively positioned; might affect
the extent to which actors identify with the
aims and formats of participation;
[45,59,83,87–99,101,
117–123]
II. Actors
People social goods Expectations andmotivations
Affects synthesis via perceptions of what is
an adequate dimension of the participation
space to reach a specific aim; incongruence of
expectations can lead to controversies and
ruptures in the participation space; affects
commitment of actors to engage in the
participation space and possibly ownership
for follow-up steps;
[25,48,52,87,89–91,
102,104,107,111,
113,122–124]
People and social
goods Mutual trust
Affects distance between actors and whether
the knowledge of others is synthesised;
affects via the nature of ties between actors
the capacity of the participation space to
refigure in case of changing contexts; affects
the likelihood of institutionalisation of the
participation space;
[57,58,60,89,92,93,
98,101,104,114,122,
125–127]
People and social
goods
Worldviews and
values
Affects potential conflicts of appropriation of
the participation space; which worldviews
are effectively synthesised, relates to
capabilities of actors to articulate them;
depending on the implicit norms with regard
to participation, controversy might be
embraced or deemed problematic; affects
which discourses outcomes feed into;
[14,35,90,93,95,117,
128–133]
Transversal
Resources, rules
and norms, people
and social goods
Power relations
Affects the continuous negotiation processes
inherent to the figuration of a participation
space; affects the degree to which these
figurations reproduce or disrupt societal
structures and/or dominant discourses;
affects via the distribution of resources and
the validation of knowledge, inequalities
among actors and their capacity to produce
figurations of the participation space that
other participants share;
[14,35,55,57,60,72,
85,86,89,98,104,105,
117,119,120,122,
125,133–142]
5. Discussion
In this section, we conceptually link the core dimensions constituting relational spaces of
participation and critically discuss the contribution of the proposed perspective to the emerging
field of critical and transformative sustainability sciences, as well as its practical applicability.
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5.1. Participation as Relational Space: Linking Structures, Actors, Processes
In this paper, we deconstructed the dominant imagination of participation as ladder and its
analytical focus on intensities of involvement. We reconceptualised participation as a relational space
and looked at how it is figured and refigured in an interplay of structures and processes.
The findings of the qualitative literature review (Table 5) allow us to substantiate the conceptual
approach presented (Figure 1). They show that several structural elements shape the positioning of
scientific and non-scientific actors in an action situation (spacing). In the case of scientific actors, norms
of ‘sound’ research practice, routinized ways of generating knowledge, and academic reward systems
pre-arrange which social goods and people are perceived as being part of the situation. In tendency,
actors position themselves in a way that allows them to uphold the requirements of their reference
systems. The perceived incompatibilities with the wider academic system identified in the literature
review might lead to greater distances and weaker ties between participants. In case of incompatibilities
between the reference systems of scientific and non-scientific actors, actors might not find common
ground in negotiating their positions. Closely tied to the institutional context, in most cases reviewed
the distribution of resources for engaging in participation spaces is unequal. Whether a participation
space is primarily embedded in a research setting or rooted in a specific practice field marks an
important difference. Related to how the actors interpret the rules and norms, the characteristics of
actors, as well as the available social goods shape processes of spacing. Expectations with regard to the
process and its outcomes, worldviews, and values of actors, as well as prior experience in collaborating
are found to be critical in this regard. Two actors who share a problem perception, hold the same vision
of change and/or value the knowledge of the respective other, might position themselves closer to
each other. The higher the expectations, the closer actors might try to move towards one another. How
close they step together is also determined by the level of mutual trust. While conceptually separate,
the processes of spacing and synthesis mostly take place in parallel in the constitution of participation
spaces. Actors combine social goods, e.g., worldviews values, as well as other actors to yield a
participation space. Which worldviews, values and knowledge are synthesised to a participation
space affects into which discourses outcomes eventually feed. In this negotiation process unequal
possibilities of constituting a participation space, e.g., due to limited access to resources, play an
important role. The decisions on who and what is synthesised to a participation space are tied to the
structural and actor-related elements mentioned (Table 5). Depending on the constellation of elements,
the spaces of participation that emerge from spacing and synthesis take different shapes. These shapes
can change throughout a project, as trust increases/decreases, expectations are fulfilled/disappointed
or worldviews aligned/conflicting.
An additional aspect of the conceptual approach to participation as relational space is that spacing
and synthesis are shaped by and actively shape the surrounding structures. In the short-term, within
the duration of one project, our review did not provide examples of how norms and rules change. Over
the long-haul, as alternative ways of synthesising spaces of participation are shared and reproduced
by a growing number of actors, rules, norms and resources might transform. Our findings show that
when looking beyond one specific action situation to the wider landscape of participation in research
some examples can be found. Signs of how synthesis and spacing in a longer time horizon relate back
to the surrounding structures can be seen in those cases in our literature review in which boundary
organisations have been set up.
5.2. Contribution to Critical and Transformative Sustainability Sciences
The diverse elements that we identified in the literature review as shaping participation show
the need for greater differentiation when we speak of participation and its role for producing
‘socially robust’ knowledge and for facilitating desired change processes. In particular, in the field of
sustainability science this implies a clarification of whether we speak of participation primarily with
regard to achieving change (e.g., transformative approach) or of participation with primarily epistemic
ends (e.g., descriptive-analytical approach) [28]. Critique as method of descriptive distinguishing and
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a movement of differentiation has been considered key to critical sustainability sciences [143] and
can help us to foster dialogue between transformative and descriptive-analytical approaches [144].
The problematisation of discourses and buzzwords constitutes an integral feature of critical social
sciences [40]. The proposed perspective on participation as a relational space contributes to such a
critical approach along the core dimensions of space-making: (i) structures: the politics of participation
and the role of power, (ii) actors: ‘situatedness’ and the notion of agency, (iii) processes: from static input
to dynamic process, and (iv) reflexivity and practical applicability.
5.2.1. Structures: the Politics of Participation and the Role of Power
Critical sustainability sciences require critical participation studies. In drawing attention to
the figuring and refiguring of spaces of participation, the perspective on participation as relational
space opens up the opportunity to address critical questions about the politics of and power inherent
to participation.
The embeddedness of participation spaces in wider institutional landscapes requires paying
attention to the politics of participation [145] and the normative dimensions inherent to all phases
of participatory and TD sustainability research [146]. By emphasising the duality of structures and
processes the proposed perspective helps to critically scrutinise the very norms, rules and resources
that shape participation spaces and asks to which forms of interaction these are conducive. At the same
time, this duality incites us to examine how spaces of participation shape norms and rules, e.g., of what
‘good’ and/or societally relevant research consists of and of how to assess the quality of expertise [75].
If fundamentally new rules emerge countercultural spaces might be formed which deliberatively
break with routinized practices. In the literature reviewed, the rule-sets within which participation
spaces are embedded are described as discouraging the emergence of open and interactive spaces.
In extreme cases, incompatibilities of rule-sets render impossible the emergence of a participation space.
Furthermore, the norms that govern a participation space can favour the habitus of one person/group
and might lead to asymmetrical interactions. In drawing attention to these elements, the proposed
perspective joins the call for conceiving participation not merely as a managerial-organisational
challenge, but as an intrinsically political act [141,147].
Understanding whose reality and knowledge counts [34] in critical and transformative
sustainability sciences, unequivocally means addressing power [39]. The proposed perspective moves
power to centre stage. The constitution of participation spaces is linked through negotiation processes
to other spaces and includes debates about purpose and means of societal transformation [148].
In sustainability research the definition of sustainability or the weighting of elements of sustainability
as much as the decisions on whose worldviews are synthesised embody such negotiations. Our findings
show that in TD sustainability research primarily the distribution of resources amongst participants is
discussed as a manifestation of power. Discursive, as well as productive forms of power (e.g., “power
with” [149]) are not empirically addressed in depth. Neglecting or negating power asymmetries
between participants might weaken the transformative potential of participatory research [35,60]. Seen
from the perspective of participation as relational space, synthesis processes which are dominated by
those holding the resources or the most normalised knowledge might hamper or even preclude the
development of mutually shared perceptions of a participation space. A participation space that is
shaped by one perspective is limited in the social goods, worldviews and values that are synthesised.
Concomitantly the knowledge of less powerful actors might not be synthesised and innovation might
be inhibited [142]. Our findings show that institutionalised practices of applying for project funding
lead to a de facto exclusion of non-scientific actors from setting the cornerstones of participation spaces.
By ascribing roles to actors, those not involved at this stage are passively positioned. Whether or not
this is perceived as problematic depends on the motivations and expectations of the respective actors.
By determining who negotiates the design and use of the participation space, power affects its potential
to disrupt societal structures and dominant discourses. In case of highly unequal power relations, the
capacity of a participation space to transform the societal status quo in which it is embedded is low.
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The proposed perspective provides guidance for a comprehensive study of power, taking into
account mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion in the constitution of participation spaces. With
regard to knowledge production processes, the four access possibilities (Table 2) are particularly
useful to reflect on which knowledge is credible and in how far credibility is linked to association and
membership of a specific group (e.g., academia). Addressing these issues is important to understand
which expertise can be articulated and synthesised in a participation space, and/or which avenues for
action are opened up/closed down [52].
5.2.2. Actors: ‘Situatedness’ and the Notion of Agency
One of the strengths of conceptualising participation with the help of Löw’s sociology of space,
lies in the relationality of the approach. Assuming that spaces of participation are not absolute forces
us to consider that they might be experienced, perceived and delimited differently, depending on how
synthesis takes place. Our literature review suggests that with a few exceptions e.g., [47,93,102,133]
perspectives of non-scientific actors on participation and their embedding in wider institutional
landscapes have been marginalised in scholarship on TD sustainability research. Greater sensitivity
towards diverse perceptions and ways of synthesising might allow to better plan for results that are
relevant for moving towards a more sustainable state. Focusing on the process of spacing and synthesis
contributes to rethink actor understandings that underpin common conceptualisations of participation.
A relational approach means seeing non-scientific participants not as passively waiting in a natural state
to be mobilised [9], but as active agents in the making of participation. It incites us to study not only the
perspectives and motivations of the ‘architects of participation’ [59], but also the active positioning and
ways of synthesising of non-scientific actors, their strategies to appropriate and shape participation
spaces in order to influence their desired outcomes. Paying attention to the ‘situatedness’ of actors and
actor relationships [38,44,134], entails moving beyond the dichotomisation of powerful/powerless
actors as suggested by the metaphor of ladders. By highlighting the positioning of actors in relation
to one another the proposed perspective opens up questions of identity construction [150] and
otherness [151]. Furthermore, by stressing the role and ‘effectuality’ of social goods analysing
participation as relational space calls for a wider understanding of actors, encompassing non-human
and material elements. By highlighting the importance of positions, the relational approach also
contributes to studying the ‘situatedness’ of knowledge [152] and its context-dependency. Contributing
to such an understanding, our approach to studying participation allows conceiving of knowledge as
positioned in participation spaces and, at the same time, as flowing between actors and institutions in
processes of synthesis [153].
5.2.3. Processes: from Static Input to Dynamic Process
Understanding sustainability as an evolving process [143] requires critical and transformative
sustainability sciences to be attentive to dynamics inherent to participation. So far, the dynamic nature
of participation has hardly been captured in conceptual approaches [31] and weakly reflected in studies
on the transformative effects of TD sustainability research [29]. Conceiving participation as a dynamic
and complex process itself rather than as static input is prerequisite for better understanding when it
leads to transformation and when it perpetuates an unsustainable status quo [27]. Relational spaces
of participation are figured in action and are inherently dynamic. When studying participation as a
relational space we found in our literature review that some participation elements are particularly
dynamic, whereas others tend to be more stable. For instance, priorities of actors might change
over time and expectations unmet at some stage of the process reduce commitment and motivation
of actors to the process and its outcomes. Additionally, trust amongst actors might grow and
enhance their commitment to take follow-up decisions based on process results. In contrast, rules
and norms in the reference system tend to be stable over the course of a project. Our approach of
participation as relational space posits that depending on the constellation of elements synthesised in
a situation, participation takes different forms. These render some outcomes more likely than others.
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A constellation of elements, however, evolves with changes in its elements. Hence, the proposed
approach allows us to consider the procedural nature of participation in both, primarily knowledge
production and primarily action-orientated processes. In the short-term, the actors involved might
be able to directly steer the dynamic elements. The more static structural elements might not be
transformed by refining the formats of involvement and require a reflexive approach towards the ways
in which the actors interpret and act upon structures [9].
5.2.4. Reflexivity and Practical Relevance
Reflexivity is a key element of critical research traditions [35] and the starting point for
transformative approaches [16]. It can act as a bridging concept and inform the development of
critical and transformative sustainability sciences. The multidimensional analytical grid presented
(Table 2) can stimulate and guide reflexivity at different stages of the process: prospectively, when
planning participation and retrospectively, when analysing participation. For those engaged in
participatory knowledge production, it offers new ways of configuring the spaces between research
and practice. Ex ante, the analytical categories provide guidance on which structural, process, and
actor-related elements might shape the participation process. The perspective helps to differentiate
between dynamic elements which can be actively addressed in planning and designing processes
and more stable elements which require primarily a critical-reflection on the preconditions that frame
actors’ positioning and synthesis. Retrospectively, the analytical categories can structure a self-reflection
on how the different elements and their relations affected the figuration of the participation space and
the outcomes it produced. By proposing a change in perspective, the presented conceptualisation can
also support research funding bodies and those reviewing research proposals to gain a fresh look at
participation. For research funding bodies, in particular the dimension ‘structures’ of the proposed
grid can support reflection on targeted funding requirements. During the assessment of research
proposals, the perspective can complement the assessment of expected intensities of involvement
(metaphor of the ladder) with a systemic view on the planned participation (metaphor of space). The
proposed grid provides those reviewing the potential of a TD research project with critical questions
for assessing whether the key elements of the structural, actor, and process dimensions are adequately
considered in the process design.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a conceptual perspective for the analysis of participation in
sustainability research. Adapting from Martina Löw’s sociology of space, we conceived of participation
in knowledge production as a relational space which is produced in the interplay of structures
and actions. For studying the process of constructing participation, we proposed an analytical
grid along the elements: rules/norms and resources (structures), people and social goods (actors),
and synthesis and spacing (processes). Guided by this conceptualisation, literature on participation
in sustainability research, STS and development studies was analysed. Despite the plurality of
approaches and the specificities of each, drawing together experience from these diverse fields holds
great potential for mutual learning with regard to factors that impinge on practices of participation. In
particular, when moving beyond ideal-typical and theoretical reflections, boundaries blur and ways
of addressing challenges in one field might be useful for other fields. Integrating empirical findings
from the three fields, we identified several groups of elements along the dimensions ‘structures’
and ‘actors’ as potentially shaping participation spaces in knowledge production: (i) (in)coherences
with reference system, (ii) resources, (iii) timing of participation, (iv) expectations, motivations,
(v) mutual trust, (vi) worldviews and values. In addition, power relations were identified as interacting
with elements across these dimensions. Relational spaces of participation are constituted through
processes. Each of the elements affects the ways in which scientific and non-scientific actors position
themselves in an action situation (spacing) and integrate them to yield a participation space (synthesis).
The figuration of a participation space can dynamically change throughout a project, for example when
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trust increases/decreases, expectations are fulfilled/disappointed or worldviews aligned/conflicting.
Structural elements such as rules and norms in the academic system tend to be more stable in the short
term and require reflexivity with regard to the ways in which they frame each actor’s positioning and
synthesis. In extreme cases, incompatibilities of rule-sets preclude the emergence of a participation
space. Furthermore, in case of highly unequal power relations, the capacity of a participation space to
disrupt or transform the societal status quo in which it is embedded is low. Studying the elements
identified (and possible additional ones) concomitantly we can arrive at a meaningful interpretation
of the constitution of participation spaces. The need for further refinement notwithstanding, the
proposed perspective on participation as relational space has the potential of being a useful step
towards better understanding in which situations spaces of participation have the capacity to become
spaces of transformation and change.
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